
Voter Registration One-Pager

The Basics

Required Sections

1. Lines 1 - 7 and Line 12 of the Voter Registration form are all required in order to fully

register.

2. Lines 1 - 7 look like this:

Pro Tip: on line 7 many voters mistake “County” to read as “Country”. Make sure they

write in the COUNTY they live in, NOT “USA” or “United States”

Optional but Highly Recommended Sections

1. Lines 8 - 11 are optional, but highly recommended. Especially phone numbers and emails.

2. The “Party Affiliation” and “Race/Ethnicity” sections are also optional but highly

recommended, especially “Party Affiliation”

3. The optional sections look like this:
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Changes From SB 90 (2021)

Required Disclosure

In an attempt to make voter registration harder for organizations, the Republicans and

Tallahassee have passed a law that requires us to disclose the following information:

● The voter has the option to register to vote online

● The voter acknowledges that by registering with you there is a possibility that their form

may not be turned in on time

● The voter may check the status of their voter registration on the Florida Secretary of

State’s website.

Pro Tip: Wait to give the disclosure until after they have filled out the form and have handed it

back to you. If they then decide they no longer wish to register with you, write the word “VOID” in

big letters across the front page and show the voter. Be sure to keep that form and turn it in at

the end of your shift.

Best Practices

● When asking voters if they would like to register, use a presumptive ask. (“Let’s get you

registered to vote”, “let’s get your information updated just in case”)

● Keep track of every form you start the shift with, even if one gets damaged or incomplete,

we have to turn them all into the Supervisor of Elections.

● When a form gets completed, write the time, date, and your initials on the margins of the

back of the form.

● Use the Florida Democratic Party’s 3PVRO number, 3P-11-89 when registering voters. If

you are doing a VR event with party field staff, they will take care of placing that number

on the forms for you. If your event is not run by the Florida Democratic Party, you can

write the 3PVRO number on the margins of the back of any form that gets completed by a

voter.
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